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Samsung VG-SCFA65WTBXC TV accessory

Brand : Samsung Product code: VG-SCFA65WTBXC

Product name : VG-SCFA65WTBXC

- Compatible with 65” The Frame TV (2021 – 2024)
Customisable Modern White Bezel for The Frame 65" TV

Samsung VG-SCFA65WTBXC TV accessory:

More colours, more styles, more you
Customisable Bezel
Designed to look just like the edges of a picture frame, it's never been easier to customise The Frame TV
to work with your taste, space or simply the artwork on display.

Two stylish bezel designs
Which bezel suits your taste? Modern types natural wood texture adds a hint of contemporary style to
any home. And Bevelled type has a real metal finish, giving art a premium touch.

An effortless way to get a brand new look
Its easy to swap the bezel whenever you fancy a change - all it takes is a snap to switch things up. They
attach to The Frame magnetically, so it's easier than you'd expect - simply line them up and snap them
on.

Compatible with any size of The Frame TV
Customisable bezel frames are compatible with all 2021 - 2024 The Frame TVs.

Features

Product type * Frame
Product colour White
Material Plastic
Feet colour White
Exterior finish material Plastic
Brand compatibility Samsung
Certification QLED TV LS03A, LED TV LS03A

Weight & dimensions

Weight 570 g

Weight & dimensions

Top & bottom piece dimensions
(WxDxH) 1460 x 24.6 x 17.7 mm

Left & right piece dimensions
(WxDxH) 837.4 x 24.6 x 17.7 mm

Packaging data

Manual
Package width 1546 mm
Package depth 90 mm
Package height 94 mm
Package weight 1.07 kg
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